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perhaps, No. 4, which is in Croft's hand. The principal 
clefs, &c., are as follows:-- 

74y 9r 

The watermarks are-on one half of the sheet the oft- 
q?uoted arms, on the other half L. V. C. At the end is 
written, in 4 lines, one word over the other, "Finis, Mr. 

In the middle of the MS. a second hand appears several 
times for a page or two. It is found also in a very large 
volume of anthems and songs in the Fitzwilliam Museum, 
dated 1683 (30 G-Io), where it is attributed to Dr. Blow; it 
appears also in Additl. 31453, bearing the date January, 
I699; but none of them are at all like Blow's autograph 
(dated November, 1695) in Additl. 3 I457. If the main body of this MS. is not in Parcell's hand it must have been 
dictated by him, or written under his supervision. 

16. Additl. 30934, ff. 8o-gib. Ode upon the Duke of 
Gloucester's Birthday, 1695. In the same hand as Nos. 
iob, IIb, &c.; but with different watermarks from any 
previously mentioned, except that on one half of each sheet 
the same arms which occur in Dr. Bridge's MS., and else- 
where, are found. 

17. Additl. 5337, if. 27-42. " The Musick in Bonduca" 
[1695] by Mr. 

from a MS. which belonged to Sir John Hawkins. The G 
clef is much like the one usually employed by Purcell, but 
the C clef is quite different- 

a 

The watermarks are-(i) a lion in a round shield, and (2) the 
letters A. I. The name written at the beginning (see fac- 
simile) is in the same hand as the music, but neither bears 
much resemblance to the composer's usual writing. It may 
possibly be in Dr. Blow's hand (compare Additl. 31457). 

18. Bodleian Mus. MS., C. 27. " Song for the Duke of 
Gloster's Birthday," in the same two hands as Dr. Bridge's 
Te Deum (No. I5), with names of the original singers. 
At the end is written, " Made......by Mr. Henry Purcell, 
July ye 24th, 1695." There are several watermarks, all of 

which (except the letters I. D.) occur among the best 
authenticated autographs. We believe the original of this 
Birthday song to be No. 16 (described above). 

Ig. Bodleian Mus. MS. A. I. " Benedicite," from the 
Morning Service in B flat, for four voices. The hand- 
writing, clefs, and initials H. P. closely resemble those in 
the Buckingham Palace MS. The watermarks are the 
same as in Nos. 3 and 7, substituting the letters M. T. for 
those there. 

20. Fitzwilliam MS. 32, F. 23. A very thin volume con- 
taining organ accompaniments to various anthems, &c. 
Among others are the following, evidently in Purcell's hand: 
(I) " Holy, Holy," and " Gloria" in G, and an anthem, " O 
give thanks," at the beginning of which is written in the 
same hand, "H. Purcell, 1693," the capital P being 
exactly like that in the Buckingham Palace MS. (No. 7). 

It will be seen, then, that Purcell's hand- 
writing must be divided into two periods. The 
first, of which but few specimens remain (see 
Nos. ioa and 

Ira), probably dates from several 
years before 168o (in which the beginning of 
No. 6 was written). The handwriting here is 
irregular and unformed, but fairly legible; the 
older form of e is used, but the most distinctive 
feature in this hand is the peculiar bass clef 
(see fac-sinzile under No. Ioa). The watermark 
mostly in use at this period is the Fool's head, 
&c. In the second period the hand is more 
formed, and the general direction of the letters, 
more especially the long ones, is upright, not to 
say perpendicular. The modern e is employed 
with few exceptions, and those almost entirely 
at the beginning of the period. The F clef 
used differs very slightly from that in common 
use at the time. The G and C clefs, which, 
with very slight variations, are common to 
both periods, have been reproduced above. Of 
the later watermarks little can be said. The 
I. H. S. surmounted by a cross and the plain 
fleur-de-lys are the most common. 

A. HUGHES-HUGHES. 

FROM MY STUDY. 
THE reproduction of a letter from Madame 

Grisi to her London manager, given with the 
present issue as an extra supplement, can 
hardly fail to interest readers. There is no 
doubt of the situation out of which the letter 
sprang. Rightly or wrongly, Grisi looked upon 
the proposal to offer her a testimonial as a hint 
that it was time to withdraw from before the 
public. So, no doubt, it was, but she could 
not see it. She clung passionately, as the 
letter shows, to her position and work, and 
here we listen as she pleads, with almost 
hysterical force, for a further lease. There is 
something exceedingly pathetic in the post- 
script. The veteran artist is still ready to 
embark upon a fresh enterprise if only by so 
doing she can keep the stage. But it was too 
late for any manager to risk bringing out a new 
opera with aprima donna who, though possessing 
a great name, had lost her youth and many of 
her resources. How slow Grisi was to accept 
the inevitable appeared in 1866, when she 
made a disastrous re-entry at Her Majesty's 
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Theatre, under Mr. Mapleson. I 
seem to feel the painfulness of 
that cruel spectacle even now. 

Last month I promised a re- 
production of a ticket for one of 
Haydn's concerts in London, 
signed by the master; but the 
resources of photography do not 
go so far. The ticket is printed 
in blue ink, and blue, I am in- 
formed, is a colour which comes 
out white from the camera. I 
am constrained, therefore, to offer 
a substitute; and as the name of 
John Parry has several times 
appeared in these columns of late, 
it is not inappropriate to give the 
accompanying fac-simile note. 
The occasion of the document is, 
no doubt, trivial; but the terms 
in which Parry prefers his modest 
request, and the whole style of 
the communication, are exceed- 
ingly characteristic of the man-- 
of his elaborate, old-fashioned 
politeness, and of a certain prim- 
ness and precision which those 
who remember him at the Gallery 
of Illustration thirty years ago 
will not fail to appreciate. 

As far as I am aware, no refer- 
ence was made during the late 
Purcell Celebration to an Ode 
on the master's death written by 
John Sheffield, Duke of Bucking- 
hamshire. This nobleman, a son 
of the Earl of Mulgrave, was 
born in 1650, married a natural 
daughter of James II., passed a 
busy life in camp and court, died 
in 1721, and was buried in West- 
minster Abbey, where is a monu- 
ment to his memory, with an 
epitaph composed by himself. 
During his career the Duke wrote 
much prose and verse, all of which* 
his widow thought worthy of 
print. " His pious relict," says 
Horace Walpole, caustically, 
" was always purchasing places 
for him, herself, and their son, 
in every suburb of the temple 
of Fame-a tenure against which, 
of all others, quo-warrantos are 
sure to take place." The Duke's 
works were issued in two volumes 
quarto, and also in two volumes 
octavo, 1729 and i74o. His poetic 
ability has been lauded by such 
men as Dryden, Addison, and 
Pope, but Johnson sums up his 
qualities thus: " Criticism dis- 
covers him to be a writer that 
sometime glimmers but rarely 
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shines; feebly laborious, and at best but pretty. 
To be great he hardly tries; to be gay is hardly in 
his power. His verses are often insipid, but his 
memoirs are lively and agreeable; he had the 
perspicuity and elegance of an historian, but 
not the fire and fancy of a poet." As to the 
Duke's personal character, Johnson says that 
it " is not to be proposed as worthy of imita- 
tion," and continues: " His religion he may be 
supposed to have learned from Hobbes, and 
his morality was such as naturally proceeds 
from loose opinions. His sentiments with 
respect to women he picked up in the court of 
Charles, and his principles concerning property 
were such as a gaming-table supplies." But 
much may be forgiven Buckinghamshire for 
his verses on the poor organist of Westminster 
Abbey, and the sentiments they contain. I 
quote the Ode in its entirety :- 

ODE ON THE DEATH OF HENRY PURCELL. 

Good angels snatched him eagerly on high; 
Joyful they flew, singing and soaring through the sky, 

Teaching his new-fledg'd soul to fly, 
While we, alas! lamenting lie. 

He went musing all along, 
Composing new their heavenly song. 

Awhile his skilful notes loud hallelujahs drown'd, 
But soon they ceas'd their own to catch his pleasing sound. 

David himself improv'd the harmony, 
David in sacred story so renown'd, 
No less for musick than for poetry; 
Genius sublime in either art, 

Crown'd with applause surpassing all desert, 
A man just after God's own heart. 
If human cares are lawful to the blest, 
Already settled in eternal rest, 

Needs must he wish that Purcell only might 
Have liv'd to set what he vouchsaf'd to write: 

For sure the noblest thirst of fame 
With the frail body never dies, 
But with the soul ascends the skies, 

From whence at first it came. 
'Tis sure no little proof we have 
That part of us survives the grave, 
And in our fame below still bears a share. 
Why is the future else so much our care, 
Ev'n in our last moments of despair, 

And death despis'd for fame by all the wise and brave ? 
Oh! all ye blest harmonious choir, 
Who Pow'r Almighty only love, and only that admire, 

Look down with pity from your peaceful bow'r 
On this sad isle perplex'd, 
And ever, ever vex'd 

With anxious cares of trifles, wealth and pow'r. 
In our rough minds due reverence infuse, 
For sweet melodious sounds and each harmonious muse. 
Music exalts man's nature, and inspires 
High elevated thoughts, or gentle, kind desires. 

The bold idea which represents the angels as 
hushing their song to hear Purcell's may be 
compared with that of Dryden in his Ode on 
the same occasion- 

They handed him along, 
And all the way he taught, and all the way they sung. 

It is of interest to add that this Duke of 
Buckinghamshire, on retiring from public life, 
built Buckingham House, in St. James's Park, 
on the site now occupied by Buckingham 
Palace. 

The following interesting communication has 
come to hand from Dr. Furnival: 

" Of Handel, at an Oratorio in London, in 
1750, there is a short description in Madame 
Fiquet du Bocage's ' Letters concerning 
England, Holland, and Italy,' translated from 
the French (London, I770). At Vol. I., pp. 14, 
15, the accomplished writer, who was a member 

of the Academies of Padua, Bologna, Rome, and 
Lyons, says on April 15, 1750:- 

" ' The Oratorio, or pious concert, pleases us 
highly. English words* are sung by Italian 
performers and accompanied by a variety of 
instruments. HANDEL is the soul of it : when 
he makes his appearance, two wax lights are 
carried before him, which are laid upon his 
organ. Amidst a loud clapping of hands he 
seats himself, and the whole band of music 
strikes up exactly at the same moment. At 
the interludes he plays Concertos of his own 
composition, either alone or accompanied by 
the orchestra. These are equally admirable 
for the harmony and the execution. The 
Italian opera, in three acts, gives us much 
less pleasure.' 

"' Handel is the soul of it': well said, 
Madame du Bocage. We salute you! " 

Henry Angelo, fencing-master, amateur actor, 
and man about town, left behind him two 
volumes of gossip which he styled his " Remi- 
niscences." They were published in 183o, and 
may still be met with from time to time in the 
second-hand book shops. Angelo, like his 
father before him, made many distinguished 
acquaintances in the exercise of his profession, 
and was a man of sufficient address to find his 
way into the society of the day as a tolerated 
person. He dearly loved a lord, and grovelled 
at the feet of royalty; but withal, as his 
writings show, was a man of high spirits and 
intelligence, who could appreciate really good 
company as well as that which was good merely 
by position. Angelo's " Reminiscences" contain 
some interesting notes on musical men of the 
day, and I now propose to myself the Hornerian 
occupation of picking out the plums. 

The Angelos, father and son, attached to 
themselves many artists of renown, among them 
Bartolozzi and Cipriani, who were matched on 
the side of music by Johann Christian Bach 
(whom Henry often calls Sebastian) and Abel. 
Here is the first mention of these famous men : 

Bach and Abel, two distinguished musicians and com- 
posers; the first, the celebrated performer on the harpsi- 
chord; the other, the memorable professor on that now 
obsolete instrument the viol de gamba, were equally 
intimate, at this period, with the elder Angelo. These 
worthies, too, came together to try their fortunes in England, 
and for some time were inmates at our house. Well do I 
remember the delightful evenings which for years were 
frequent under my paternal roof, when they, with Bartolozzi 
and Cipriani, formed a little friendly party, and amused 
themselves with drawing, music, and conversation until long 
after midnight. Cipriani used to make sketches of heads, 
to which Bartolozzi would, with red, black, and white 
chalks, add the effect. 

On one occasion the Angelos, father, mother, 
and son, were guests of the famous Duchess of 
Queensbury, wife of the no less renowned 

* " This language appears to be admirably adapted to music. The 
ingenious Mr. ADDISON observes that its conciseness suits with the 
natural taciturnity of his countrymen; that the hissing, for which it 
is remarkable, resembles an instrument with strings, and that the 
articulate pronunciation of other languages resembles the music of 
wind instruments." 
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" Old Q." We get a glimpse of these eccentric 
personages-of the Duke as " a very tall, thin 
figure, with a short-skirted frock, gold-laced 
hat, and high leather gaiters"; of the Duchess, 
then near eighty, as "dressed in a Quaker 
coloured silk and black hood, walking and 
talking, with the utmost gaiety, with every one." 
Angelo continues: 

In the evening there was a little music, and my mother, 
at the instance of the Dutchess, sang Allan Ramsey's song 
of Patie,* to the great pleasure of this ancient and most 
noble couple. In speaking of this pretty pastoral ditty, it 
may, perhaps, amuse the amateurs of musical anecdote to 
be told that Sebastian (Johann Christian) Bach, who gave 
instruction to her late Majesty, set this song, with an 
accompaniment, expressly for my mother, and I have often 
heard her sing it with her gentle voice, whilst Bach played 
the accompaniment. Abel sometimes joined his friend on 
the viol de gamba. I may be forgiven if I add that, even 
in his latter years, this was my father's favourite ballad; 
when my mother sang it he would often strum the accom- 
paniment on his guitar. 

Young Angelo was taken to Paris by Abel 
for the purpose of being placed under a French 
tutor, and with them travelled two German 
musicians, who were returning to their own 
country after amassing a competency in England. 
These men were Bere, a clarinettist, and Vise, 
a flautist. 

I remember each silently watching the receding white 
cliffs of Dover, and each wiping the tear of grateful retro- 
spect from his eye. Besides these professors were the 
elder Mr. Cramer, of musical celebrity, and his son, the 
present Mr. John Cramer, then about four or five years old. 
I have his figure yet before me, a very interesting child in 
a nankeen suit. 

The appointed tutor of Henry Angelo came 
to sup with the party in Paris. 

It is no caricature of his person to assert that he looked 
the character of the miserable vendor of the deadly drug to 
Shakespeare's Romeo, and the part he performed at the 
supper-table spoke pretty intelligibly that his necessities 
were somewhat allied to those of that miserable apothecary. 
Abel bore a tall, big, portly person, with a waistcoat under 
which might easily have been buttoned twin brothers such 
as my Monsieur Boileau. 

This advantage, no doubt, prompted the 
musical professor to illustrate the elegant 
manners of the period by styling the poor 
Frenchman a " snub-nosed maitre de langue." 

Among the Angelo acquaintances were 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan and Linley, with 
whose musical daughter, as everybody knows, 
the author of the " School for Scandal " ran 
away: 

I recollect that my father and mother felt themselves in 
a delicate dilemma with the principals of both families for 
some time after the elopement of Miss Linley with her 
enterprising lover. Old Mr. Sheridan, who had naturally 
planned romantic schemes for the advancement of his 
highly gifted son, disapproved of his marriage with a public 
singer, and the elder Linley, on the other hand, lost by the 
match the emoluments which he was then deriving from 
the celebrity of his sweet daughter's extraordinary talents as 
a vocal performer. . . . The young poet, Sheridan, indeed, 
had, by his captivating manners and superior address, 
deprived the family of the Linleys of, in every sense, its 
greatest treasure. Putting this consideration aside, the 
parental appeals of each house were regarded as idle 

complaints; for, as old Jonathan Tyers, the proprietor of 
Vauxhall, said: " Who is to settle the precedence between 
the family consequence of the green-room and the 
orchestra." 

Angelo confirms the statement that Sheridan 
objected to his wife's singing, even in private 
circles: 

Garrick could not endure to see his amiable spouse " trip 
it on the light fantastic toe," neither could young Sheridan 
endure to hear his sweet bride " warble her native wood- 
notes wild," though, to do justice to her memory, art had 
amply improved her strains. Some few months after their 
nuptials, our family, the Linleys, and Willoughby Lacy, 
spent an evening at Christmas at Richard Brinsley's house 
in Orchard Street. We kept it up to a late hour, and, music 
making part of the after-supper entertainment, Mamma 
Linley asked her daughter to sing a certain little favourite 
air, but a single glance from her juvenile lord and master 
kept her mute. 

What a genial Christmas host was R. B. S., 
to be sure! 

Something is said in these volumes of the 
celebrated Parson Bate, divine, dramatist, and 
critic, Angelo stating, amongst other things, that 
he was the first to discern the merit of Shield, 
and chose him before all others to compose 
music for his " Flitch of Bacon." 

Concerning Gainsborough, I find much of 
interest ; this, for example: 

Gainsborough was an enthusiastic admirer of music, and, 
though certainly no musician, yet his love for sweet sounds 
was such that he tried his native skill upon almost every 
instrument. He was too capricious to sit to study any one 
methodically, though, having a nice ear, he could perform 
an air on the fiddle, the guitar, the harpsichord, or the 
flute. Under Fischer, his son-in-law, he did take a few 
lessons upon the hautboy, or clarinet, I forget which, but 
made nothing of it .. Bach, who had a true German 
share of dry humour, used to sit and endure his miserable 
attempts, and, laughing in his sleeve, exclaim, " Bravo !" 
whilst Gainsborough, not at all abashed at his irony, would 
proceed, labouring hard at any particular key, be it major 
or be it minor, and drolly exclaim, "Now for Purcell's 
chaunt! Now a specimen of old Bird (Byrd) !" " Dat is 
deblish fine !" cried Bach. " Now for a touch of Kent, 
and old Henry Lawes," added Gainsborough; when Bach, 
his patience worn out, would exclaim, " Now dat is too 
bad; dere is no law, by goles! why de gombany is to 
listen to your murder of all desel ancient gomposers ? " 
Then, getting up from his seat, he would run his finger 
rattling along all the keys, and, pushing the painter from 
his seat, would sit himself in his place and flourish volun- 
taries as though he was inspired. 

Bach once called upon Gainsborough and 
found him in his studio very red in the face 
with blowing into a bassoon. What followed 
Angelo relates: 

Bach stood astounded. " Pote it away, man; pote it 
away. Do you want to burst yourself, like the frog in the 
fable? De defil! it is only fit for the lungs of a country 
blackschmidt." "Nay, now," exclaimed Gainsborough, "it 
is the richest bass in the world. Now do listen again." 
" Listen," added Bach, "mine friendt, I did listen at your 
door in the passage, and py all the powers above, as I hobe 
to be saved, it is just for all the world as the praying 
of a jackass." "Why you have no ear, man," exclaimed 
Gainsborough, "no more than an adder. Come, then 
(taking the clarinet) "- "Baw, baw," exclaimed the 
musician, "vorse and vorse; no more of your canarding, 
'tis as a duck; by Gar ! 'tis vorse as a goose !" 

Angelo quotes from Jackson of Exeter as to 
the great painter's strange musical fancies, one * From " The Gentle Shepherd." 
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of which was a craving to possess any instru- 
ment played by a fine performer, as though he 
could buy the skill with it. At Bath he pur- 
chased Giardini's violin, he also secured Abel's 
viol-da-gamba, and his son-in-law's hautboy. 
" The next time I saw Gainsborough," adds 
Jackson, "it was in the character of King 
David. He had heard a performer on the harp 
at Bath-the performer was soon left harpless." 

Angelo gives us a glimpse of the social 
meetings for music which sprang up in the 
City after the success of Thomas Britton's 
gatherings. They were held at taverns: 

I remember one, at the Old Queen's Arms Tavern, 
situated on the North side of Newgate Street, to which, on 
Thursday nights, admission was obtained by tickets at two 
shillings each. The performers at this time were in part 
professional and others were amateurs. Here Shore, the 
renowned trumpet, used to perform, and Fischer occasionally 
gave them a solo on his oboe-two such players as may 
not be heard again for a hundred years. Here, as I have 
been informed, at one period Corelli's quartets were played 
in genuine style; latterly the Society sunk into second and 
third-rate performers, and, I believe, the Concerts ceased 
about thirty years ago. Those, the remaining few of the 
old school of citizens, who, like myself, delight in remi- 
niscences of these past days, may remember the social 
groups who took their suppers in the antiquated parlour, 
after the Concert had closed. 

Here I must stop, but there are still plums 
for the picking in Henry Angelo's chatty pages. 

X . 

ESSAYS IN MUSICAL CRITICISM. 
(Continued from page 17.) 

IN our last number we furnished our readers 
with samples of up-to-date musical criticism 
of the " finicking " and "1truculent " order. 
Recent events have conclusively shown the 
inconvenience attaching to the adoption of the 
latter style. For the benefit therefore of such 
of our readers as aspire to sit in judgment on 
their contemporaries without the risk of 
appearing in the agony columns of the leading 
morning papers, we venture to submit examples 
of a less perilous kind : 

III. 
THE INDISCRIMINATELY EULOGISTIC. 

The advantages conferred on metropolitan music-lovers 
by such an institution as the Royalty Concerts are so 
numerous and notorious that the task of criticism may be 
said almost to savour of supererogation. On the other 
hand, to omit detailed mention of a single item in the rich 
musical menu provided last night by the energetic and 
enterprising director of this noble institution might so 
easily be misconstrued that we readily undertake what 
is always a grateful and congenial duty. And, first of 
all, let us cordially compliment the management on 
the success with which they have striven to combat 
monotony by the introduction of new and thoroughly 
topical features into their programme. The initial item 
-a Whistling Quartet by the Siffleurs Parisiens-left 
nothing to be desired on the score of purity of expression, 
penetration of tone, and unanimity of ensemble. After five 
recalls these talented artists gratified the audience by 
another exquisite exhibition of their sibilatory prowess, the 
piece chosen being an arrangement, as a four-part song, of 
the familiar "Ave Maria" of Bach-Gounod. Madame 

Claudia Popkins, who followed with Tarley Bindells's 
pathetic ballad "Only an Oyster-catcher," is a prime 
favourite with the Royalty audience, and seldom, if ever, 
has her luscious /ortamento been displayed to greater 
advantage than in the realistic refrain of this delicious 
ditty. Here, again, the demand for an encore was impera- 
tive, and Madame Popkins graciously responded with 
" The Lonely Limpet," in which the sorrows of the isolated 
crustacean are so tenderly depicted in the lyric of Leonard 
Potere and the melody of Beppo Francatelli. The appear- 
ance of the veteran tragedian, Mr. Storn-Barmer, who 
had been specially engaged for this occasion to recite 
"Three Blind Mice," was the signal for a wild outburst of 
enthusiasm lasting for several minutes. The simple charm 
of this classical morceau was admirably brought out by Mr. 
Storn-Barmer's refined enunciation, and as the audience, 
like the voracious Oliver, clamoured for more, the talented 
artist good-naturedly gave, with wonderful effect, the whole 
of the first book of "Paradise Lost." At the close of 
this most impressive performance, which only occu- 
pied three-quarters of an hour, agreeable relief was 
afforded by the gratuitous distribution of a choice assort- 
ment of superb sandwiches thoughtfully provided by the 
generous impresario, after which the enormous audience, like 
giants refreshed, devoted their attention to Master Philidor 
Chanticleer's electrifying rendering of the new patriotic 
song "Who dares to twist the Lion's Tail ?" Master 
Chanticleer, who wore the uniform of a Field Marshal, and 
employed one of the new patent megalophonic vocal chord 
expanders, recently invented by Mr. Edison, excited the 
most unbridled enthusiasm among his auditors, and after a 
double encore, sent the house into fresh paroxysms of 
patriotic ecstasy by his clever performance of a hornpipe 
to the accompaniment of the pipers of the Mounted 
Marines. Some graceful feats of conjuring by Professor 
Trecardi, pianoforte solos by Mr. Maxim Krupp, a short 
sermon by Dr. Barker (to which the versatile divine added 
a performance on the flying trapeze by way of an encore), and some sensational headers from the organ loft into a 
tank on the edge of the platform by Miss Godiva Plunger, 
brought the first part of the programme to a close at a few 
minutes past twelve o'clock. In the interval, which was 
pleasantly diversified by the ejection of a gentleman who 
had incautiously observed that his wife's first cousin had 
married a Dutchman, a brief but charming hypnotic seance 
was conducted by Madame Pippa Passmore, who threw one 
of the attendants into a seven days' trance, and promised 
that the subject should be left on the platform until his 
release at the next Royalty Concert. Madame Passmore 
also contributed materially to the delight of the audience 
by gracefully swallowing several gold watches, a tuning- 
fork, and a small musical box-the strains of which were 
distinctly audible for three minutes after the act of deglu- 
tition. The normal course of the programme was now 
resumed with the re-appearance of the " Siffleurs Parisiens," 
who, with an accompaniment of organ, euphonium, and 
zoetrope, gave their wonderfully chaste and exhilarating 
entertainment known as "Clapham Junction in a Fog," in 
which the whole ripertoire of the modern engine-driver was 
simulated with the utmost possible dynamic intensity. Mr. 
Bavius Nixone, the gifted Australian tenor, who is nothing if not original, then charmed the vast assemblage by his 
wonderfully impressive rendering of the "Hailstone" 
chorus, arranged as a solo by Dr. Jasper Barnum. Hyper- 
sensitive critics may be found who object to this method 
of procedure as running counter to the intentions of the 
composer, but Mr. Nixone was completely vindicated by the result of his bold experiment. Clad in the uniform of 
a British admiral, he held the attention of the audience 
from the outset, and as the demand for an encore could 
not have been refused without risk of a riot, generously 
complied by giving Lemmens Quosh's great patriotic 
song, "Off to Filibuster." The grey dawn was just 
beginning to break as Mr. Storn-Barmer ascended 
the platform steps, and by the time he had ended 
his sumptuous and sonorous recitation of Tennyson's 
" In Memoriam," with, as an encore, "Augustus was 
a chubby lad," many of the audience were sleeping 
peacefully in their seats. It was with unfeigned regret 
that we were obliged to tear ourselves away from this 
touching scene, the cast-iron rules which regulate the hours 
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